THE QUESTERS: WORKSHEET FOR ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

FIRST MEETING LOCATION: _______________________________________

FIRST MEETING DATE: (Organizational Date) _________________________

PROGRAM or HOSTESS/CO-HOSTESS:

Program: _______________________________________________________

Hosts: _________________________________________________________

New Chapter’s Regular MEETING TIME:

Day: ___________________________________________________________

Time: _________________________________________________________

Months you are meeting: _________________________________________
(International fiscal year is June 1\textsuperscript{st}-May 31\textsuperscript{st})

DUES:

International: ($28.00) Have checks made out to person organizing chapter or a new officer who will write the check for the full amount to: \textit{The Questers}

One time Charter Fee: $20.00

Chapter dues: _____________

Each member shall pay $___________

CHAPTER NAME: _________________________________________________

Second Choice: _________________________________________________

CHAPTER OFFICERS:

President: ______________________________________________________

Vice President: _________________________________________________

Secretary: _____________________________________________________

Treasurer: _____________________________________________________

Members: attach list with all’s name, address, phone and e-mail (Chartered members)
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